
Surpahs® X-CUT Multifunction Vegetable & Fruit Chopper
User Manual

Model: WLXC-014-GY

Please read the entire instruction manual before using the product and
then save it for future reference.We reserve the right for any errors in
text or images and any necessary changes made to technical data.
In the event of technical problems or other queries,please contact our
Customer Services.
This manual can also be downloaded through www.surpahs.com

Never let children play with the product.
The blades are extremely sharp.

SAFETY

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
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1. Lid
2. Pusher holder
3. Chopper pusher
4. Blade: large, medium, small
5. Blade holder
6. Food catcher
7. Wedge pusher
8. Wedge blade
9. Cleaning brush

SPECIFICATIONS

Size

Large hole chopper blade
Medium hole chopper blade
Small hole chopper blade

1.6 cm2

1.0 cm2

0.5 cm2

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE:Only use the wedge blade for soft foods such as tomatoes,
apples,cucumbers.It is not designed for hard ingredients such as
potatoes and carrots.

1.Select a chopper blade and insert it into the holder.
2.Place the food on top of the blade.
3.Place the chopper pusher over the item to be chopped and secure 
   the lid.
4.Put your hand on the lid and press downward carefully.

1.Twist the top of
   the pusher to
   unlock it.
2.Remove the pusher
   and clean it.

DISASSEMBLING THE PRODUCT

1.Insert the pusher.
2.Put the lid onto the
   pusher and twist
   until it locks onto
   the pusher holder.

ASSEMBLING THE PRODUCT

TO MAKE CHIPS
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TO MAKE FRUIT WEDGES
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HANDY TIP
In order to chop an onion,it must first be cut in half.

WARRANTY

This product is warranted against defects in materials and workmanship 
for one year from the date purchase, when used in accordance with the 
instructions provided. This warranty does not cover damages or wear 
resulting from accident, misuse, abuse, commercial use, or 
unauthorized adjustment and/or repair.

C8KE INC. shall not be liable for loss of use or any other incidental, 
consequential or indirect costs, expenses or damages. There are no 
express warranties except as listed above. This warranty gives you 
specific legal rights, and you may have other rights which vary from 
stateto state.

Should this product require service (or replacement at our option) while 
under warranty, please visit website www.surpahs.com and submit 
a support ticket. 

Surpahs®, C8KE INC.
501 Silverside Rd, Suite 105
Wilmington, DE 19809, USA 
www.surpahs.com

Please find your Product Code on the Customer Card that 
comes in the package, and register your product for 
extended warranty.

About Produc Code

Scan for shopping 
and support


